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This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you wish to be told more or withdraw your consent for all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking a link, or continuing to
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5 8 59 60 61 62 63 6 4 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 Fast-charging rechargeable hearing aids from the world's leading provider of life-changing hearing solutions. It doesn't matter where
you are or what you do; Phonak rechargeable hearing aids have been created to simplify your life. Finally, a chance to free yourself from the hassles of single-use batteries with an innovative built-in lithium-ion battery technology. And because it's a Phonak, you can always be sure of superior hearing performance. Phonak rechargeable hearing aids are the
first to have a specially designed built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that provides 24 hours* of hearing with a single single charge. With 40% more energy than conventional rechargeable batteries, lithium-ion is reliable and capable of supporting superior technology and performance of Phonak rechargeable hearing aids. Now you can enjoy the freedom
and confidence to know that your Phonak rechargeable hearing aids are conveniently loaded and ready to take you through long days... and nights, if necessary. Phonak rechargeable hearing aids are the fastest charging, most durable rechargeable hearing aids on the market. In fact, they give you 24* hours of hearing with a simple fee of 3 hours. If you're in
a hurry, you can rely on a short 30-minute charge to give you up to 6 hours of full performance. In addition, they come with easy-to-use smart charging options, load wherever you are, without need to worry about running out of power. 15% more reliable than changeable battery solutions Users have shown high satisfaction with battery life and the charging
time users charge Charging easier than changing a battery Operating on the AutoSense OS operating system, Phonak rechargeable hearing aids perfectly adapt to sounds wherever you are. Without having to manually adjust hearing aids, you can enjoy unmatched hearing performance... whenever life takes you.2,3 Learn more about AutoSense OS Dr.
Tiffany Sexton, HCP, talking about Phonak Heardeo B-RIt will be the closest thing you get to with your hearing back. And you don't have to worry about batteries anymore. It's something you can connect, charge at night and get 24 hours of use. When you can enjoy a full day of hearing, including unlimited streaming, life is on Learn more When you can enjoy
1 day of hearing, including unlimited streaming, life is on Learn more When dedicated power hearing technology brings you closer, life is on Learn More Key to unlocking the full potential of a child Learn more * Expected results when fully charged, and up to 80 minutes of wireless streaming time. Please refer to www.phonakpro-us.com/evidence 1 Ravita L,
Jones C. Performance and preference of an automatic hearing aid system in real-world listening environments. Review hearing. 2015;22(12):28. 2 Phonak Field Study News, June 2015. AutoSense OS Benefits of the next generation of technological automation. Very fast loading of rechargeable hearing aids from the world's leading provider of life-changing
hearing solutions. No matter where you are or what you do, Phonak rechargeable hearing aids have been designed to make your life easier. Free yourself from the hassle of single-use batteries with innovative built-in lithium-ion battery technology tested to last 6 years*. And because it's a Phonak, you can always be sure of superior hearing performance.
Phonak rechargeable hearing aids are the first to have a specially designed built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that provides 1 day of hearing, including unlimited streaming. With 40% more energy than conventional rechargeable batteries, lithium-ion is reliable and capable of supporting superior technology and performance of Phonak rechargeable
hearing aids. Now you can enjoy the freedom and confidence to know that your Phonak rechargeable hearing aids are conveniently loaded and ready to take you through long days... and nights, if necessary. Phonak rechargeable hearing aids charge very quickly and last a long time. I'll give you a day's hearing with a two-hour fee. If you're in a hurry, you can
rely on a short 15-minute charge to give you up to 3 hours of full performance. In addition, they come with easy-to-use smart charging options for charge wherever you are, without having to worry about the lack of energy. *The actual charging time depends on the remaining battery life, but will not exceed 3 hours. 15% more reliable than changeable battery
solutions showed high satisfaction with battery life and charging time Users perceive daily charging easier than changing a battery running on autoSense OS, Phonak rechargeable hearing aids perfectly adapt to sounds wherever you are. Without having to manually adjust hearing aids, you can enjoy unmatched hearing performance... whenever life takes
you.2,3 Learn more about AutoSense OS Dr. Tiffany Sexton, HCP, talking about Phonak Heardeo B-RIt will be the closest thing you get to with your hearing back. And you don't have to worry about batteries anymore. It's something you can connect, charge at night and get 24 hours of use. When you can enjoy 1 day of hearing, including unlimited streaming,
life is on Learn more When you can enjoy 1 day of hearing, including unlimited streaming, life is on Learn more When dedicated hearing power technology brings you closer, life is on Learn More Key to Unlocking the Potential of a Full Child Learn More * Accelerated Laboratory Testing Capacity at Room Temperature 2 Racita L , Jones C. Performance and
preference of an automatic hearing aid system in real-world listening environments. Review hearing. 2015;22(12):28. 3 Phonak Field Study News, June 2015. AutoSense OS Benefits of the next generation of technological automation. Troubleshooting a Marvel M Phonak Audeo or Audeo Paradise P rechargeable hearing aids are great until you have a
problem with a hearing aid not charging so you'd expect to. In general, you would get a solid red light on the hearing aid if it is not charging correctly. This troubleshooting guide is for Phonak Audeo M, Bolero M or Paradise P rechargeable hearing aid. If a hearing aid acts normally (you get a flashing light when putting in the charger, the color does not matter)
and you get a hearing aid that is solid red. The first step of troubleshooting is to switch the solid red hearing aid around at the other charging port. If the charging light starts to flash, it would indicate that the hearing aid is good. The problem is with the charger (see below). If the light remains solid red on the hearing aid in the second charger port than would
likely indicate that the problem is with the hearing aid. If the light remained solid red (probably problem with the help). to hardly reset a Phonak rechargeable hearing aid. To hardly reset a Phonak rechargeable hearing aid, hold down the button on the hearing aid switch for 20 seconds. During this 20 seconds the hearing aid will start then the bells and then
stop again. Just don't let him go for 20 seconds. This essentially puts the hearing aid in shipping mode and resets the battery. To reactivate the battery, place the hearing aid back in the charger for 5 seconds. This step may need to be repeated 2x for it to work. If the light on the aid starts to blink the hearing aid, then the problem was solved. If it is flashing
red, do not worry, it will only take 2-3 hours to get a full charge. If it is flashing yellow it will take 1-2 hours to get a full charge. If it is flashing green, it will take a short time to reach a full charge. A full charge is indicated when the light is solid green. However, if the light remains solid red you can visit the audiologist for help. Help will likely have to be sent to
Phonak for repairs. Phonak Hearing Device Charger Problem If you have found that a hearing aid will charge on one hand but not on the other, it is probably a charger problem. The most common problem would be the battery contacts on the charger being dirty or not making the correct contact. To clean the contacts, use a q-type soaked in rubbing alcohol
and rub it in the loader ports to clean any debris. Hopefully, this will then solve the problem. If it doesn't work, you'll probably have to buy a new charger. You could buy one from the audiologist who sold you hearing aids or buy it on Amazon (affiliate links). This is the typical charger that came with hearing aids that fits a powerpack. This is the compact travel
charger. This guide is written specifically for the following hearing aids: Phonak Audeo P90-RPhonak Audeo P70-RPhonak Audeo P50-RPhonak Auneo P30-RPhonak Audeo P 90-RT Phonak Audeo P70-RTPhonak Audeo P50-RTPhonak Audeo P30-RTPhonak Audeo M90-RPhonak Auneo M70-RPhonak A 50-RPhona K Audeo M30-RPhonak Audeo M90-
RTPhonak Audeo M70-RTPhonak Audeo M50-RTPhonak Audeo M30-RT Phphonak Bolero M90-PRPhon ak Bolero M70-PRPhonak Bolero M50-PRPhonak Bolero M30-PR link to Guide to change a hearing aid Wax Traps link to rechargeable hearing aid battery draining too fast
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